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Zwick’s films, which include Glory and The Last Samurai, have become trademarks of high-octane
action, lightning-fast pace and emotional intensity. The film stars Brad Pitt as US army captain
Donald Sutherland who, with his team, is stationed in Somalia where the US government is involved
in a dangerous operation involving a radical Islamist group. Sutherland’s men are ambushed by the
terrorists, their entire team murdered in a horrific attack. Sutherland himself escapes from the
rebels only to find himself captured and imprisoned in Somalia. Now, he must flee the country, with
an al-Qaeda bomb-maker, to another country in order to stay alive. Aided by an Irish woman he
meets on the run and a special forces operative (Irrfan Khan), Sutherland must navigate the violent,
shadowy underworld of Mogadishu as he attempts to survive. Brad Pitt’s performance is brilliant, his
courage in facing the dangers of the Somali wilderness down to the smallest detail as he attempts to
escape from his captors and from the country, proving again that he is one of the world’s greatest
actors. With this film, Zwick is, yet again, demonstrating his ability to integrate moral and political
questions with thrilling action and nail-biting suspense. Michael Moore’s latest film, Capitalism: A
Love Story, is a powerful and provocative assault on the power of money in the world today. Moore’s
biting, comedic, and highly thought-provoking satire does not shy away from tackling, in powerful
fashion, some of the most pressing political and social issues facing the world. Capitalism: A Love
Story will not only make you angry but also give you a whole lot to think about. The film opens with
Moore’s voiceover saying “Capitalism: A Love Story is a documentary on the state of capitalism. In
America, people have more money than they’ve ever had in history – more than they’ll ever need. It’s
the biggest economic crime in history, and everyone knows it’s happening. We’re told the American
dream is dead. Well, we’re here to tell you that it’s not.” It then follows Moore around the world as
he tries to find out what is happening and why. He visits China where he meets an extraordinary
woman who is on the frontline of the struggle between China’s political system and its fast-growing
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economy. Moore meets the Chinese woman who was involved in a deal to purchase a US company in
which all the manufacturing was to be moved to China. She asked for permission to take part in the
deal. She was told to go and she says she got the company anyway. Now she is trying to hold the
company to the deal it made and ensure that her country’s people receive the profits that were
agreed. The f988f36e3a
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